The conditions reviewed for degeneration in an electron bunch treated as a Fermi gas. Some comparison made for photoinjectors and storage rings. In some cases a quantum limitations are very close.
INTRODUCTION
In recent times some interest is growing to the beams with minimal emittance [1] [2] [3] . Schemes proposed which look like they even could reach the quantum limit in beam emittance. However, in some of these publications claimed that the minimal normalized emittance of the beam is defined by uncertainty principle only like F~,,, e % . , / 2 , where X, =h/mce3.86.10-"cm -is a Compton wavelength [2, 3] . Meanwhile it is well known that the Fermi-particles could not occupy the same states. This fact yields that for the beam with population equals N , the minimal emittance is N times bigger, than indicated above. This fact was illuminated first in [l] .
CONDITION FOR DEGENERATION
Electron gas has a tendency to generate with lowering its temperature. If gas is fully degenerated, each state occupied by a pair of electrons having different spin orientation. Basically we have definition of degenerated state as one having temperature small compared with
Fermi energy E , [41. The last is the highest one while states are tightly packed. We will consider the minimal emittance definition from two slightly different approaches. First uses the fact, that there are no free states in a system below E,. This yields that the number of states equals to the number of the particles in the heam. This definition basically corresponds to assumption that the beam has zero temperature. We will simply calculate the number of allowed states. The second approach, indeed, uses the definition of the beam temperature in a moving system of reference. We compare the emittance restrictions obtained with these two approaches. Ultrarelativistic electron gas becomes more ideal in a Lab frame with increasing its energy due to cancellation of forces between the particles as =I/?.
In principle, some amount of particles with opposite charge can be added to the beam moving along a straight line in a focusing channel [7] . 
where 
were p = N /V -is a density in the rest frame. From The electron gas temperature T i n a moving frame can be calculated using (3). The transverse momenta is invariant and the transverse kinetic energy is QNbTgN.m?lZyE,/P, +q./a +P2(4j l P J 2 / y l , (9) where p' G 1-is a square of normalized speed in the This gives qk,T z rn~~yI3.10" +3. IO" +4. IO-"]. One can see that despite the longitudinal emittance is the biggest one, the longitudinal temperature is the lowest one. This yields the possibility for redistribution the temperatures. Compare formula (9) 
REDUCTION OF DIMENSIONS
We suggested that the phase space corresponds to 3D motion in real space. 
where Y-is the effective rigidity for selected degree of freedom. Using methods of quantum mechanics one can obtain that the energy of ground state is 
For a typical bunch population N = 10" (18) will be (uc;)~3.8~lU1!1do=0.38 cm only. So we are coming to fundamental conclusion that one-dimensional system is always degenerated under real conditions. That means that there is no dynamic aperture for the particles in ID.
In that sense the claim that so called Mobius ring [6] brings particle motion into 1D and, hence, bas some advantages, needs to be treated with cautions.
COOLERS AND BEAMS
One type of a cooler able to reach extreme emittances considered in [7] . Basically it contains the dipole wigglers and accelerating cavities installed in series so the average energy of the beam kept constant. It gives the emittances obtained after considerations the radiation dynamics for a single electron as So one can treat this as emittance occupied by a phase trajectory of a single electron. For radiation in dipole wiggler the electron in a ground state remains radiating the photons. So to damp the transverse emittance any electron must re-radiate its full energy. This brings some final equilibrium emittance like (19), (20) . Until this emittance is big compared with (4) there is no confusion. In [3] there was considered the radiation effects in a focusing channel. The last might he a sequence of focusing and defocusing lenses (what is basically a quadrupole wiggler). Here the electron in a ground state is not radiating. So there is no formal requirements for re-radiation of particle's full energy. However in this publication was clamed that the energy of the ground state is Eo = h w ( X + n ) , n=O and the minimal emittance for the beam here could he as low as (YE, . ) =: (%)A,. One can see that the factor associated with the number of the particles is missed here. One can see also that there are no advantages between dipole and quadrupole wiggler from the point of minimal emittance. We can add, that the quantum limitation occurs much earlier. In contrast, the cooling time for a traditional dipole wiggler is much smaller, than for quadrupole one.
In [XI there was considered the radiation of a relativistic electron in a solenoid. It was shown here that radiation here carries out the transverse energy only. In that sense the particle in a ground state is not radiated also. This means that electron can decrease its' emittance without re-radiation of its' full energy.
There was made a comparison of the lowest emittances in the RF phot-injectors and (5) in [9] . In some cases the quantum limitation ( 5 ) is close.
